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Resources / Movie Creation Templates Updated August 19, 2020 We have created a free listing template that you can use with Google Sheets or Microsoft Excel. This free download is perfect for any type of film production – from short films to music videos and everything in between.
Google Sheets Shot List Template Perfect for any kind of film production – from short films to music videos and everything in between. Why are shot lists important? It's easy to get lost during a shoot, even with a small team. If you have a lot of settings, multiple actors and a big crew, then it
just gets more complicated. A shot list keeps a project on track. Before filming, it helps directors gather their thoughts and create a filming plan. During filming, a solid camera recording list means that different departments can work independently of each other. It also makes it easy to carry
on if a crew member is ill one day or has to leave the shooting. When you want to create an inclusion list, you should create your recording list after you finish your script, and create your storyboard at the same time. Your recording list will help you visualize what you want. It will make it
easier to organize the cast, crew, equipment, and locations that bring your vision to life. (Side note: You need a few additional documents, such as call sheets, technical data, and license agreements—they're all from the shot list.) If you're looking for tips on how to create a storyboard, see
our step-by-step storyboard guide. During production, you add notes to the recording list to help your editor— such as what needs to be used, detailed comments and shot/card numbers. Remember to add the clip number or timecode to the recording list during production. It will help your
editor to know which recording is which one, and dramatically speed up the editing time. Remember to organize your recordings by location. Assemining similar shots makes shooting easier because you can shoot them all at the same time. (Note: This may not be in the order of the shot
number. And that's okay!) This makes filming even more convenient – even if you don't take pictures in the order of your storyboard. What's in a shot list? A typical recording list contains: Scene: This is the scene number you will find in your script. You may not need it for smaller productions
where everything happens in one scene. Setup: Add a new setup each time you reposition the camera or change the lighting. You can use these later to group similar setups together, making shooting easier. Shot: Increase the shot count by one each time you start a new shot. (Depending
on your personal preferences, you can reset the shot number for each new setup.) Description: Use this column to quickly explain where you are in the script. You should say what the theme is – whether it's an actor, a group of actors, props or a setting. Then describe Action that happens
involved all props, and what exactly the camera should capture. This description tells your director everything that happens in the recording so that everyone is on the same page. Equipment: Use this column to list the devices that support the camera. For example, tripod, Steadicam, drone,
Dolly, etc. Motion: Use this column to explain what your camera is doing when it is not static, i.e. it is moving. For example: Static, Pan, Tilt, Dolly, Zoom, etc. Angle: Use this column to describe the angle of the camera in relation to the subject. If your camera is lower than your subject, it is a
low angle. If it is higher than the motif, it is a high angle. You can also include other terms that help explain the angle, e.B. eye plane, high angle, low angle, etc. Check out our guide to camera movements and angles to learn more about the basics of the camera. Shot size: Describe the size
of your subject in the frame. Different recording sizes and their appearance in different orders produces dramatically different effects. A scene can start with a long shot to determine where it happens before moving to a center of the subject, then to a close-up of the plot. Shot sizes are often
abbreviated, e.B. long shot (WS), very wide shot (VWS), mid-shot (MS), medium close-up (MCU), close-up (CU), extreme close-up (ECU). Audio: Use this column to explain how to record the audio. For example, Boom, Lav(s), Voiceover (VO). Lens: Use this column to record what size lens
you are using. For example, 24mm, 50mm, 200mm. Time Estimation: Use this column to estimate how long it takes to set up each shot (not to shoot), which helps you create your schedule and schedules for each day. It will also highlight all time-consuming shots if you need to cut or
change them during the day, such as changing a long boom for an elevated tripod. Camera: Use this column to remember which camera you are using (if you are using more than one). Cast: Use this column to note which characters are in the recording. Best Take + Timecode: If you want
to make your editor's life much easier, you can use these columns to record a great shot and when it happened. If you don't have a timecode, just change this column to Clip. Google Sheets Shot List Template Perfect for any kind of film production – from short films to music videos and
everything in between. Unplanned, plan to fail shot lists is for the pre-production process Crucial. Like storyboards, they save time by creating consensus and keeping your team on the same page during production. Created in everyday formats so you can change to your heart's content.
Film Shot List Template – Google DocsThis Google Drive Sheet contains everything you need to plan and track your camera shots. Scene #Shot #Take #Shot SizeCamera MovementGear used Your Options)LocationINT /EXTNotesPreferred (yes/no)DurationSound Status Shot Lists are
indispensable in the world of photography and movies. It's hard to keep track of all the shots you've taken as a professional cameraman. Sometimes the locations and dates cannot be identified if the order is poorly maintained. So is the need for shot list templates that allow you to customize
them according to your preferences. Creating shot lists is a tedious task in itself that leaves the data entry part alone. But these wedding list templates make the task much easier for you to manage alone. 40+ Sample Lists 33+ Free List Samples Template for a Production Shot list PDF Free
Download Details File Format Size: 21.8 KB Download Movie Shot List PDF Template Free Download Details File Format Size: 28.5 KB Download Essential Video Wedding Shot List Free PDF Download Details File Format Size: 301.6 KB Download Shot List Templates for Google Docs
are impeccable Google Docs spreadsheets can be calculated with all the templates it offers. They are highly customizable compared to the template PDFs of the shot list templates. But pdfs are the most portable to avoid unintended changes. The choice of format therefore depends on your
purpose. Most of the photographs taken by To Do List Templates are available for free download. Every aspiring photographer can access it together with the professionals. Shot List templates for Excel are more Dynamic Than All Excel is almost indispensable for any other template, Shot
List templates are no exception. These worksheets help keep your data up-to-date, and there are multiple macros that can be used to make the process even more dynamic. You may also see material lists. Wedding Day Shot List Word Template Free Download Details File Format Size:
28.7 KB Download Film Shot List PDF Template Free Download Details File Format Size: 41.5 KB Download Shot List Template Doc Details File Format Size: 174.1 KB Download Shot List Template Excel Details File Size: 27 KB KB Download Copy Of Shot List Template Details File
Format Size: 20.5 KB Download Shot List Template Pdf Details File Format Size: 21.8 KB Download Shot List Template Docs are not to be ignored, however, they are one of the most traditional and at the same time most effective utilities in the world of templates. Storyboard templates for
film purposes are also available in abundance. Google Docs, PDFs, Word documents, and Excel formats are the cheapest for photo list templates. Storyboard templates for movies are important to integrate the recordings according to the plot. Cameramen can use these templates
according to their to make the most of it. Fields can be reset on Google spreadsheets and Excel worksheets. If you have DMCA issues on this post, please contact us! Looking for shot list templates? We have two two You! Either download the free shotlist template below, or use
StudioBinder software to create a shot list online! No need to confuse with a movie recording list template in Excel or Word. This recording list template was created in Google Drive.________________Ideal for short film projects and photo shoots. This shotlist has everything essential, so
you get in and out quickly. Contains customizable drop-downs, making it just as easy to create a shotlist. Also includes formulas for automatically calculating recording times per shot and a Template Options sheet for customization. Best Practices for Shotlists &amp; Storyboards
StudioBinders Presentation Mode for The Recording List provides a visually appealing way to view your recording list. You can easily scroll through the thumbnails and it's perfect when you give a presentation to a director or studio. Matt Komo Filmmaker Creating recording lists in excel or
Word means a lot of repetitive data entry, layout finagling, and human error. Enter StudioBinder. We make the process much faster and easier. Learn how to create an recording list online using StudioBinder software. CREATE SHOT LIST ONLINE NOW StudioBinder is an all-in-one
production solution. Transition between recording lists, recording schedules, call sheets, script breakdowns, production contact sheets, calendars, and more.  Connect 200,000 productions with StudioBinder to simplify their workflow. One of the best shot list templates I've found online. Keith
Burgess, filmmaker, Santa Monica, CA CA
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